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New Mulch Location!
 “I am here to pick up a load of brown mulch, am I on the right side?”

 “Don’t you carry the shredded mulch, I don’t see it here.”

 “Where is your red pine mulch?”

 “Why don’t you stock hardwood mulch?”

 “The other side? You have another side? Where is that?”

If I had a penny for every time I’ve heard those questions, I believe I could have 
3 yards of pennies! So, to make things more convenient and less confusing, we 
have moved the mulch. All of the mulch that we carry here at Christensen’s has 
been relocated over to the Hardscape Center. For those who have never visited 
the Hardscape Center, we are located on the west side of Gotfredson Rd., just 
north of Karl’s Restaurant. 

As many of us know, the corner by the pond where the mulch used to be stored 
was often quite congested. The amount of traffic in this area raised concern for 
the safety of you, your employees & us. In addition, having separate storage 
locations created confusion about the bulk goods we offer. Our goal is to 
eliminate the congestion & confusion, and to streamline our service to you.

Now ALL of our bulk goods are in one location. We still have all the same 
varieties of mulch, and now, some of our bins are even larger to stock more 
of our most preferred colors and types. By consolidating our bulk goods, we 
can now accommodate more vehicles in a safer location. We have up to three 
loaders to help multiple customers at the same time. Quicker load time, less 
wait in line time. While you are getting loaded up, stop in for a cup of coffee and 
ask us about our delivery services. Our dump truck can deliver up to 20 yards of 
mulch to your location. We can also deliver 21aa, 2ns, slag and top soil.
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